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From Probabilistic Occupancy Grids to versatile Collision Avoidance
using Predictive Collision Detection

Thomas Genevois1, Lukas Rummelhard1, Anne Spalanzani1 and Christian Laugier1

Abstract— As robots are spreading in diverse environments,
new collision avoidance challenges arise. Real world collision
avoidance often includes dynamic, complex, unstructured and
uncertain environments. While these constraints are rarely
considered all together in perception and navigation research
works, we present a broad integration from perception to
navigation in a versatile collision avoidance approach that is
designed to operate under these constraints. Our solution relies
on a new Predictive Collision Detector that we propose as
an interface between state-of-art grid-based perception and
sampling-based planners. Unlike most other approaches, ours
operates only on elementary spatial occupancy and does not
use the concept of objects such that it captures the richness
and versatility of modern occupancy grid perception. With
simulated and experimental results on 2 robots, including a
robotic car, we show that our solution generates advanced
driving behaviors that compare with the related state-of-art and
comply with safety standards even in complex scenarios. With
this contribution, we hope to facilitate the use of probabilistic
occupancy grids for collision avoidance and to enhance the
connectivity of the state-of-art of perception and navigation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Previously limited to isolated, controlled and specifically-
tailored environments, robots are now reaching real-world
situations, from autonomous cars merging with traffic, to
domestic mobile robots or space exploratory rovers, implying
new perception and navigation challenges. Robotics must
deal with complex and unstructured environments, often pop-
ulated by non-cooperative agents, with limited observability,
uncertain, partial and noisy observations, and predict future
states of the scene. While this domain expansion has been
opened by impressive progress in both perception and navi-
gation, their respective internal representation and methods,
few attention in comparison seem to be focused on their
interconnection, considering jointly the constraints of the
dynamic, complex, unstructured and uncertain environments.

The chosen model to represent the environment is a key
conception choice, imposing restrictions on the available
perception and navigation techniques. [1] categorizes the
common environment representations in 4 classes : raw
sensor data, grids, features and graphs. In perception, Oc-
cupancy grids are a great option for accurate and versa-
tile representation of complex scenes, while being able to
model uncertainty. Based on [2] and [3], their use remains
circumstantial in navigation (Fig. 1), mainly with global
planners and rarely with local planners. Recent sampling-
based local planners such as [4], [5] or [6] perform well and
provide robust and reliable collision avoidance in dynamic
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Fig. 1. Non-exhaustive graphical representation of common associations
between perception, world modeling and collision avoidance techniques.
We propose a new Collision Detector in order to compute the collision risk
in configuration space graphs, widely used in local planning, from modern
occupancy grid representation, observable via several perception techniques.

environments. They also allow to use complex ego-motion
models, but rely on sampling the configuration space to
generate a graph and assess its connectivity. These promising
techniques then remain limited, the configuration space not
being directly observable. To combine the benefits of state-
of-art grid-based perception and sampling-based planning, an
interface software dedicated to the configuration space explo-
ration upon request of sampling-based planners, a Collision
Detector as defined in [1], could be introduced. Contrary
to isolated risk estimators [7] [8], limited to the current
trajectory, all potential future states of the robot have to be
investigated.

We present a collision avoidance approach that interfaces
grid-based perception and sampling-based planners thanks
to a Collision Detector. Integrating modern occupancy grid
probabilistic description of space and motion in a particle-
based approach, the Collision Detector operates probabilistic
predictions of the scene motion. It allows then avoidance
under uncertainty in unstructured environments. We demon-
strate that it is versatile and robust to complex environments
compared to the related state-of-art. Despite heavy computa-
tions, the use of GPGPU 1 programming [9] enables real-time
performances on embedded devices.

The contributions of this paper are :
• a new Predictive Collision Detector and its GPGPU

implementation.
• a collision avoidance solution using this detector.
• simulated and experimental results of the method.

1GPGPU : global purpose use of graphics processing unit



II. APPROACH AND RELATED WORKS

A. Dynamic Occupancy grids
Most state-of-art grid-based perception techniques, such

as [10], [11], [12] or [8], produce a dynamic probabilistic
occupancy grid, a discrete 2D representation of the likelihood
of space to be occupied by obstacles, and their estimated
speed, with the advantage of being independent of semantic
classification and object segmentation, and retaining dense
information, explicitly representing free spaces. This pro-
vides a unique versatile and accurate description of the
environment and its complexity does not depend on the
complexity of the environment, neither on the number or
types of obstacles. Also dynamic probabilistic occupancy
grids offer a rich representation of the uncertainties that
may come from noise in sensing or localization, partial
observation of the scene, conflictual detections or prediction.
Finally such grid-based perception techniques also give an
estimation of the speed of the detected motion and its
confidence. Depending on the technique, it may be provided
as a list of speed particles or as a grid of velocities. Fig.
2 presents an example of occupancy and velocity grids.
Dynamic probabilistic occupancy grids appear then as an
excellent model of the environment for a versatile collision
avoidance system and we choose this to be the input data of
the proposed Collision Detector.

Fig. 2. On the left is an example of a dynamic occupancy grid. It represents
a urban scene where the ego vehicle, a car, is observing an intersection that
2 other vehicles will cross, at different times, speeds and orientations. There
are also static objects on the side of the road. The image on the right is the
corresponding velocity grid. Its colors refer to motion direction.

B. Related works
Several recent research works already use dynamic oc-

cupancy grids to achieve collision avoidance. [13] used
dynamic occupancy grid maps with artificial potential fields
and velocity synthesis to navigate a robot in an environ-
ment with static obstacles and humans. [14] makes use
of evidential grids and clothoid sampling of trajectories to
achieve collision avoidance in urban road scenarios. [15] and
[16] are both using Predictive Occupancy Maps for colli-
sion avoidance in structured road environments. The former
samples trajectories in acceleration, the latter uses RRT* as
local planner. Unfortunately these methods do not consider
uncertainties in the dynamic part of the environment. Only
[17] considers probability of existence of dynamic obstacles.
This work uses Bayesian dynamic occupancy grid with a
MPPI planner to mitigate the collision damage in road sce-
narios. However, as the previously mentioned works, it uses a

simple prediction of the motion of the obstacles and does not
consider uncertainty of the prediction. [18] is one of the rare
works that relies on advanced probabilistic prediction of the
motion of obstacles. It combines a probabilistic occupancy
grid with a list of moving obstacles whose motion prediction
is done with Hidden Markov Models and local planning
has been done with RRT. Yet it is limited to simple shapes
and motion models of the ego-vehicle and the obstacles. All
these methods propose a broad integration of perception and
collision avoidance under realistic observability constraints.
They perform well in the avoidance scenarios for which they
have been designed but rely on strong assumptions on the
structure of the environment, on the ego-vehicle model or on
the scenarios, hence they can not be regarded as versatile.
Also they use objects to model the dynamic part of the
environment, whereas the object segmentation may not be
feasible in complex unstructured scenes or under limited
sensing capabilities.

C. Approach

In order to preserve the benefits of the rich dynamic
occupancy grid environment representation at the elementary
occupancy level, we push it forward with a particle-based
approach to occupancy prediction, collision detection and
provide it to the local planner. Our method achieves generic
probabilistic collision prediction, detection and avoidance
directly on cells of the grid and motion particles, without
using the concept of objects. To our best knowledge, no
other research work in collision avoidance operates at this
microscopic level. This rich description of the environment
enables our approach to operate without making any assump-
tion, neither on the environment nor on the moving elements
in it. This allows our approach to handle a wide diversity
of scenarios. Moreover it can handle advanced probabilis-
tic occupancy prediction models and accurate probabilistic
collision detection with complex ego-motion and collision
models. For these reasons, the proposed approach is versatile
in the sense that it could apply to a wide range of applica-
tions. This is also a matter of robustness since it guarantees
that the software can operate under most circumstances.
In section IV, we show that our particle-based approach
does not prevent our solution from generating advanced
macroscopic driving behaviors, that it compares with the
state-of-art of section II-B while being more versatile and
handling complex scenarios.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Framework overview

The proposed Predictive Collision Detector makes the
interface between a perception system that generates a dy-
namic occupancy grid, such as [10], [11], [12] or [8], and
a sampling-based local planner, such as [19], [4], [5] or
[6]. These planners, associated with a motion model of the
ego-vehicle, provide a list of configurations {2D position,
heading, time} for which they request the probability of
collision for the ego vehicle standing in the configuration.



Fig. 3 provides an overview of the proposed collision avoid-
ance framework. The proposed Predictive Collision Detector
consists of the 3 following modules :
• The occupancy prediction that projects the current occu-

pancy grid along the motion particles and estimates the
evolution of the occupancy grid over the next seconds.

• The collision detection investigates the predicted oc-
cupancy grid at the configurations that the planner
requests and returns the probability of collision for each
configuration.

• The optional TTC2 estimation uses the probabilities of
collision over sequences of configurations in order to
compute the expected TTC on each trajectory. This
is used for planners, such as [19], that require a risk
estimation over a whole trajectory, but may not be
needed with other planners.
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Fig. 3. Design of the software framework of the proposed collision
avoidance system. The different processes are presented along with the data
they exchange. The columns refer to the possibilities of parallelization in
the implementation of the processes.

As these modules manipulate large arrays of data, massive
GPGPU parallelization is mandatory to meet the real-time
constraint. Throughout the whole process, the parallelization
goes along different data to optimize each computation.

B. Occupancy prediction

The occupancy prediction is the module that projects the
perceived motion over time in order to generate an occupancy
grid for each sampled time interval. The perception of motion
is represented by a list of motion particles i.e. bits of
occupancy that has followed a consistent motion over the

2TTC : time to collision

previous frames. The particles do not refer to an object
segmentation or instantiation. If the perception provides a
velocity grid, it can be regarded as a sparse array and its
non zero elements as particles in order to apply the same
approach. The occupancy prediction is parallelized over the
motion particles. Each particle has a speed vector and carries
a probability of occupancy that represents the probability of
existence of a moving obstacle in the cell in which is the
particle. Let t0 be the current time, ∆t the time step and m
the number of time intervals. Let P be an initial particle of
speed v⃗ and occupancy probability p. In order to represent
the deviations from the motion that has been estimated, each
initial particle P is split at t0 into a set of N independent
sub-particles Pk∈J1,NK. A deviation that represents a possible
evolution of the motion is applied to each sub-particle. The
deviation Uk is here a command in acceleration and steering
that figures the possible actions of an agent moving according
to a dynamic unicycle motion model. The set of deviations
may also contain the estimated probability distribution of
the motion coming from the perception. We consider the
sub-particles to be independent and equally probable then
the occupancy probability carried by each is given by (1).
This definition guarantees that the occupancy probabilities of
all sub-particles are equal and that the combined occupancy
probability is equal to the one of the initial particle.

∀k ∈ J1,NK, pk = 1− N
√

1− p (1)

Let (xk(t),yk(t)) be the coordinates of Pk at time t.
(xk(t),yk(t)) are computed from the status at t0 according
to Uk and the chosen agent motion model. Let O(x,y, t) be
the occupancy probability at time t for the cell in which
falls the coordinates (x,y). For each time t, O(x,y, t) is first
initialized with the static occupancy. Then the occupancy of
each cell of the grid is increased with each sub-particle that
falls in it at the corresponding time according to (2). This
defines that the cell is occupied if there is already an obstacle
in it or if a sub-particle brings an obstacle along.

O(xk(t),yk(t), t)← 1− (1−O(xk(t),yk(t), t))(1− pk) (2)

The parallel implementation of (2) must be done carefully
because the threads of different sub-particles that fall in the
same cell are likely to attempt to modify the value of this
cell simultaneously, the modification should be done in a
manner that avoids concurrency. Fig. 4 presents an example
of predicted occupancy grid. This approach of dividing initial
particles into sub-particles that spread acts similarly to a
Monte-Carlo filter. It tends to filter out lonely initial particles
that spread little occupancy probability in a large area while
it reveals consensual motion of groups of particles that
generates a wide distribution of predicted occupancy. The
dynamic unicycle model that we use to predict the motion
of agents leads to a conservative prediction since it considers
all actions from maximum braking to maximum acceleration
within the whole steering range. We use N = 100 to ensure
a fine sampling of the deviations. Our approach suits well
with the probabilistic occupancy paradigm and achieves great



real-time performances although it is not as accurate as state-
of-art of occupancy prediction such as [20] or [21].

Occupancy
over time :
t t+3s t+6s

Fig. 4. This grid represents the occupancy which is predicted with the
proposed method. It has been computed from the grids of Fig. 2. The colors
attempt to represent the time dimension of the predicted occupancy grid
which is actually a 3D array (x,y, t). As the probability of occupancy gets
much lower when it spreads, it is represented via a logarithm scale on the
value component of the colors. Static elements are represented in white.

C. Collision detection

The Collision Detector is the module that investigates
the predicted occupancy grid at the configurations that the
local planner requests. Then the Collision Detector returns
the probability of a collision if the ego vehicle happens
to be in that configuration at the corresponding time. The
computations of the Collision Detector are parallelized over
this list of configurations. Let X be a configuration, it is
defined by the 2D coordinates, a heading and a time. The
shape of the ego vehicle is discretized, at the same resolution
than the occupancy grid. Let S be the set of vectors that
define the discretized shape of the ego vehicle with respect
to its reference frame. Let T (X) be the transformation matrix
from the absolute frame to the ego vehicle reference frame
for a given X . Let O(x,y, t) be the occupancy probability of
a cell at the given position and time. Then we use T (X)
to perform the forward projection of S on the grid. The
probability of a collision if the ego is in X , Pcoll(X), is defined
by (3) as the probability that there is no obstacle in none of
the equivalent cells of the shape.

Pcoll(X) = 1− ∏
v⃗∈S

1−O(T (X )⃗v, t) (3)

The definition of O depends on the type of occupancy grid
which is used. In the case of Bayesian occupancy grid as
provided by [10], the grid defines the probability of having
observed a cell and the probability of existence of an obstacle
inside it given that it has been observed. O is the combination
of these probabilities, unobserved state resulting in a prior
distribution. Although the prior has to be specified carefully.
Applying a prior of 0.5 probability of occupancy per cell
would lead to Pcoll(X) = 1−0.5|S |≈ 1 if X is in an unknown
area, unknown would be perceived almost as occupied areas.
The prior value should be normalized for a given area so that
the uncertainties do not depend on the resolution of the grid.

This method allows to use even complex shapes of the
ego vehicle. The massive parallelization over X leads to a
very efficient computation. As the collision detection is done
on the predicted occupancy grid, it takes into account the

estimated motions in the environment. Then the output of
this module, the collision probability associated to each X ,
is the required input for most sampling-based planners.

D. Optional Time To Collision estimation

Planners like [19] require an estimation of collision risks
over trajectories. For this, our method provides the expected
TTC on each trajectory. Let TJ0,nK be a trajectory i.e. a
sequence of configurations. The probability that a collision
occurs in the i first configurations of TJ0,nK is given by (4).

Pcoll(TJ0,iK) = 1−
i

∏
j=0

1−Pcoll(T j) (4)

(4) must be considered carefully. It is valid only if Pcoll(T j)
is defined as the probability of a collision to occur within
the corresponding time interval and possibly normalized as
such otherwise the definition of Pcoll(TJ0,iK) would depend
on the time step. Then we define the TTC, τ(TJ0,nK) as the
expectancy of the time of the first collision in (5).

τ(TJ0,nK) = t0Pcoll(T0)+
n

∑
i=1

tiPcoll(TJ0,iK)(1−Pcoll(TJ0,i−1K))

(5)
As it is convenient for the planner to fix an upper bound
on the TTC, we added a final virtual configuration to each
trajectory with a probability of collision of 1. This estimation
of TTC relies on a probabilistic approach and considers the
measure of uncertainty that the perception and the prediction
use. This module also achieves great real-time performances
thanks to a parallelization over the set of trajectories.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed method has been deployed on an experi-
mental robotic car which is equipped with 5 LiDAR sensors
and 1 camera. An accurate localization is computed from an
IMU and a RTK GPS. The CMCDOT perception suite [10]
generates dynamic occupancy grids and a sampling-based
MPC planner [19] combines path following and obstacle
avoidance. We run the computations on a NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 1080. The occupancy grid contains 350000 cells and
the planner investigates a total of 25960 configurations.
Despite this large amount of data, the occupancy prediction
is executed in a maximum of 15ms, the collision detection
in 14ms and the TTC estimation in 1ms while the whole
collision avoidance is executed at 15Hz. This allows to
meet the real-time constraints. For this validation, a SiL3

simulation framework is used, it means that the software
uses only information given by the emulated sensors but also
that these tests could be executed in actual experiments. For
these tests, the planner is guided by a given path but can
leave the path for avoidance. Realistic and interactive crowd
behavior is simulated with SPACiSS [22]. In several urban
scenarios, the safety distances will be evaluated with respect
to the Responsibility-Sensitive Safety recommendations [23].
The RSS 4 defines safety distances depending on the road

3SiL : software-in-the-loop
4RSS : Responsibility-Sensitive Safety [23]



topology, relative positions, speeds and dynamic capabilities
of the actors. As this approach considers dynamically feasi-
ble worst cases, it is pessimistic and more conservative than
most human drivers.

A first simple example, in fig. 5 and 6, illustrates a
behavior that is induced by the Predictive Collision De-
tector. As a pedestrian is about to cross the road ahead,
the probabilistic risk assessment provides the clues for the
planner to identify the risk of intercepting the trajectory of
the pedestrian and to decide whether to safely cross before
or to yield smoothly. This behavior of our avoidance system
qualitatively compares with what has been presented in [13],
[17] and [18].

pedestrian
in predicted
occupancy

dangerous trajectories
that intercept
the pedestrian

safe trajectories
that cross before

safe trajectories
that deviate
from path

safe trajectories
that yield

illustration of sampled
trajectories by their 3s
future rear axle position
(■: collision, ■: safe)

Fig. 5. In a SiL simulation, the ego vehicle approaches a footpath that
a pedestrian is about to cross. The predicted occupancy and the set of
evaluated trajectories with the estimated collision risk are displayed. The
Predictive Collision Detector is able to clearly identify the sets of trajectories
that lead to a collision and the actions that lead to safe trajectories. In this
example, the planner chose to cross safely before the pedestrian, without
disturbing him.
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Fig. 6. Repeating the scenario of Fig. 5 with a 1s delay in the arrival
of the car leads to a different outcome. The collision avoidance predicts
early that there is no safe option to pass before the pedestrian so it adopts
a smooth deceleration and yields. The image and speed graph illustrate this
experiment. t0 represents the first collision risk detection.

A second example in a SiL simulation, in fig. 7, demon-
strates that our Predictive Collision Detector identifies all
collision risks that arise during an overtaking maneuver.
Moreover the observed forward, lateral and rear safety dis-
tances that our avoidance respects match with the RSS rec-
ommendations. This illustrates the accuracy of the predictive
collision risk estimation. This is an expectable result since
our avoidance encapsulates, in our particle-based prediction,
kinodynamic worst cases that are similar to those of RSS.
This behavior of our avoidance system qualitatively com-

pares with what has been presented in [14], [15] and [16].

A B C

The ego vehicle ap-
proaches a slower car.
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taking.

The ego vehicle con-
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tance behind it. So
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vide the best objective-
safety compromise.

The wide distribution
of the predicted occu-
pancy also imposes a
lateral safety distance.
As the ego vehicle is by
the side of the other ve-
hicle, the planner is free
to accelerate and finds
a trajectory that com-
pletes the overtaking.

The planner drives the
ego vehicle back on the
path. The predicted oc-
cupancy of the other
vehicle is still spread-
ing and shows that it is
about 3s behind. There-
fore the trajectories that
decelerate are discarded
by collision prediction.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of a driving behavior observed in a simulated overtaking
maneuver. Views from simulation are on the top row and the row below
shows the predicted occupancy and a visualization of collision risk on
sampled trajectories. The graph shows the relative position of the ego vehicle
with respect to the other. x is the longitudinal axis and y the lateral one.
The collision area is displayed in red, such that the distance from the curve
to this area is exactly the safety distance. We notice that our particle-based
occupancy prediction leads to the observance of the longitudinal and lateral
RSS safety distances that are depicted in green.

Among the state-of-art collision avoidance systems that
integrate both perception and navigation under uncertainty
on dynamic occupancy grids, we have identified on the one
hand [13], [18] that handle navigation in human-populated
environments, [14], [15] and [16] that operate on structured
multiple-lanes road scenarios and [17] that considers colli-
sion mitigation in road scenarios. These solution exploit prior
knowledge of structure of the environment (some assume
a multiple-lanes road structure) and of the obstacles (some
assume that all obstacles are humans others that all obstacles
are cars). Such simplifications leverage the complexity of
computations and the constraints on perception but restrict
these avoidance systems to operating domains they have been
tailored for. Meanwhile we have shown with examples of fig.
5, 6 and 7 that our proposed collision avoidance qualitatively
compares with each of these approaches in their operating
domain. This demonstrates the versatility of our solution.
The next examples challenge the robustness of our approach
in unstructured and complex scenarios that have not been
investigated by the presented state-of-art.



Fig. 8 presents SiL simulated quantitative experiments of
navigation in a crowd of pedestrians using the proposed
approach. In this more complex test, we observe that the
crowd density makes the navigation more challenging, as
a result, the crossing time increases. Yet, despite of this
increasing complexity, our avoidance succeeds to maintain
a stable level of safety, that we measure with respect to the
RSS standards. By the density and the realist behavior of
the crowd, the speed and kinodynamic constraints of the
ego-vehicle, this test is more challenging that what could
handle the other methods that have been presented in the
related works because of the simplifying assumptions that
limit their operating domain.
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Fig. 8. The graphs present quantitative results over 50 SiL simulations
in which the car crosses a crowd that goes in the opposite direction.
Each boxplot displays the median, quartiles, extrema and outliers over 10
simulations. The scene is illustrated on the left image. We define the RSS
satisfaction ratio as the minimum realized safety distance divided by the
RSS recommended safety distance. The navigation duration increases with
the crowd density. However the RSS satisfaction ratio remains stable and
mostly above 1. This shows that the proposed method maintains a constant
safety level despite the increasing complexity of the navigation task.

The proposed collision avoidance has also been adapted
for an industrial logistics application. A light robot is con-
veying goods in an human-populated indoor environment. It
is equipped with a limited set of sensors, 1-layer LiDAR and
ultrasonic range sensors. Hardware-in-the-Loop simulated
tests have been run on an embedded computer, a NVIDIA
Jetson TX2, results are visible in fig. 9. The operational
environment contains surfaces that are transparent to LiDAR
and observable only to sonars. But the range of sonars
is short and they only provide a single range observation
over a large angular sector. Also only the legs of humans
are visible to LiDAR sensors. Under these constraints, it
would not be possible to generate an object-based perception
from clustering and object tracking. So the other methods
of the state-of-art that we presented could not be applied.
Yet our grid-based solution enables the fusion of LiDARs

and sonars, the predicted occupancy grid represents correctly
the various obstacles of this scene and their motion. Then,
with a map-based global planner and the proposed local
collision avoidance, the robot has been able to navigate
safely and complete several loops across the whole simulated
environment. This demonstrates the versatility of our method
in a very different application. It also shows that our solution
is robust under the constraints of embedded hardware and
limited sensing capabilities.
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Fig. 9. The proposed method has been tested for indoor navigation of
a light robot for industrial logistic applications. (1) displays the simulated
environment with the robot at (a). (2) presents the outputs of its LiDAR
and sonar sensors. (3) shows the corresponding dynamic occupancy grid.
(4) shows the predicted occupancy grid and the current planning output.
This grid showcases a global observation of the environment including,
transparent walls that are visible only to sonars (b), pedestrian motion (c)
and unobserved areas (d). The proposed collision avoidance method is able
to consider all these elements to navigate safely in this environment.

Our method has been tested not only in simulation but also
in actual vehicle experiments where it demonstrated its colli-
sion avoidance capabilities at low speed in diverse scenarios
representing urban scenes with static obstacles, pedestrians
and other vehicles. Augmented reality on sensor data [24]
has been used to safely test scenarios with pedestrians. Fig.
10 illustrates a test with static obstacles. Fig. 11 shows an
avoidance in a scene with pedestrian and static obstacles.

Fig. 10. Different points of view on the same scene of a test of the collision
avoidance system with static obstacles. The occupancy grid and the planner
outputs are displayed on the right.



Fig. 11. Images from a test of the collision avoidance system with
moving obstacles using augmented reality on LiDAR data. This scene has
been augmented with virtual pedestrians. On the left is the image of the
embedded camera. The predicted occupancy grid and the discretization of
the trajectories are shown on the right.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a Predictive Collision Detector and
propose it as an interface between state-of-art grid-based per-
ception and sampling-based planners. The proposed method
differs from the state-of-art as it uses only elementary
spatial occupancy, at cell and particle level. To illustrate
it, a collision avoidance solution has been built around
the proposed detector and it has showed advanced driving
behaviors involving risk assessment and decision aspects.
The navigation safety as been proven according to the well-
established standards of RSS. As the proposed avoidance
qualitatively compares with the performance of various state-
of-art methods in their respective operating domains, we
showed that it is more versatile. We also demonstrated
the robustness of our approach in scenarios that are more
challenging because of their complexity or because of limited
sensing capabilities. With this contribution, we hope to fa-
cilitate the use of probabilistic occupancy grids for collision
avoidance and to enhance the connectivity of the state-of-art
of perception and navigation.

Among the possible future works, the occupancy predic-
tion model could be improved, a less conservative policy
could increase precision. Also the predictive collision detec-
tor should be tested with various perception and planning
solutions in order to demonstrate that it can operate as a
standard interface between grid-based perception systems
and sampling-based planners.
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